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The range of heterogeneous approaches available for
quantifying protein abundance via mass spectrometry
(MS)1 leads to considerable challenges in modeling, ar-
chiving, exchanging, or submitting experimental data sets
as supplemental material to journals. To date, there has
been no widely accepted format for capturing the evi-
dence trail of how quantitative analysis has been per-
formed by software, for transferring data between soft-
ware packages, or for submitting to public databases. In
the context of the Proteomics Standards Initiative, we
have developed the mzQuantML data standard. The
standard can represent quantitative data about regions
in two-dimensional retention time versus mass/charge
space (called features), peptides, and proteins and protein
groups (where there is ambiguity regarding peptide-to-
protein inference), and it offers limited support for small
molecule (metabolomic) data. The format has structures
for representing replicate MS runs, grouping of replicates
(for example, as study variables), and capturing the pa-

rameters used by software packages to arrive at these
values. The format has the capability to reference other
standards such as mzML and mzIdentML, and thus the
evidence trail for the MS workflow as a whole can now be
described. Several software implementations are avail-
able, and we encourage other bioinformatics groups to
use mzQuantML as an input, internal, or output format for
quantitative software and for structuring local repositories.
All project resources are available in the public domain from
the HUPO Proteomics Standards Initiative http://www.
psidev.info/mzquantml. Molecular & Cellular Proteomics
12: 10.1074/mcp.O113.028506, 2332–2340, 2013.

The Proteomics Standards Initiative (PSI) has been working
for ten years to improve the reporting and standardization of
proteomics data. The PSI has published minimum reporting
guidelines, called MIAPE (Minimum Information about a Pro-
teomics Experiment) documents, for MS-based proteomics
(1) and molecular interactions (2), as well as data standards
for raw/processed MS data in mzML (3), peptide and protein
identifications in mzIdentML (4), transitions for selected reac-
tion monitoring analysis in TraML (5), and molecular interac-
tions in PSI-MI format (6). Standards are particularly important
for quantitative proteomics research, because the associated
bioinformatics analysis is highly challenging as a result of the
range of different experimental techniques for deriving abun-
dance values for proteins using MS. The techniques can be
broadly divided into those based on (i) differential labeling, in
which a metabolic label or chemical tag is applied to cells,
peptides, or proteins, samples are mixed, and intensity sig-
nals for peptide ions are compared within single MS runs; or
(ii) label-free methods in which MS runs occur in parallel and
bioinformatics methods are used to extract intensity signals,
ensuring that like-for-like signals are compared between runs
(7). In most label-based and label-free approaches, peptide
ratios or abundance values must be summarized in order for
one to arrive at relative protein abundance values, taking into
account ambiguity in peptide-to-protein inference. Absolute
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protein abundance values can typically be derived only using
internal standards spiked into samples of known abundance (8,
9). The PSI has recently developed a MIAPE-Quant document
defining and describing the minimal information necessary in
order to judge or repeat a quantitative proteomics experiment.

Software packages tend to report peptide or protein abun-
dance values in a bespoke format, often as tab or comma
separated values, for import into spreadsheet software. In
complementary work, the PSI has developed a standard for-
mat for capturing these final results in a standardized tab
separated value format, called mzTab, suitable for post-pro-
cessing and visualization in end-user tools such as Microsoft
Excel or the R programming language. The final results of a
quantitative analysis are sufficient for many purposes, such as
performing statistical analysis to determine differential ex-
pression or cluster analysis to find co-expressed proteins.
However, mzTab (or similar bespoke formats) was not de-
signed to hold a trace of how the peptide and protein abun-
dance values were calculated from MS data (i.e. metadata is
lost that might be crucial for other tasks). For example, most
quantitative software packages detect and quantify so-called
“features” (representing all ions collected for a given peptide)
in two-dimensional MS data, where the two dimensions are
retention time from liquid chromatography (LC) and mass over
charge (m/z). Without capturing the two-dimensional coordi-
nates of the features, it is not possible to write visualization
software showing exactly what the software has quantified;
researchers have to trust that the software has accurately
quantified all ions from isotopes of a given peptide, excluding
any overlapping ions derived from other peptides. The history
of proteomics research has been one in which studies of
highly variable quality have been published. There is also little
quality control or benchmarking performed on quantitative
software (10), meaning it is difficult to make quality judgments
on a set of peptide and protein abundance values. The PSI
has recently developed mzML, which can capture raw or
processed MS data in a vendor neutral format, and the mzI-
dentML standard, to capture search engine results and the
important metadata (such as software parameters), such that
peptide and protein identification data can be interpreted
consistently. These two standards are now being used for
data sharing and to support open source software develop-
ment, so that informatics groups can focus on algorithmic
development rather than file format conversions. Until now,
there has been no widely used open source format or data
standard for capturing metadata and data relating to the
quantitation step of analysis pipelines. In this work, we report
the mzQuantML standard from the PSI, which has recently
completed the PSI standardization process (11), from which
version 1.0 was released. We believe that quantitative pro-
teomics research will benefit from improved capabilities for
tracing what manipulations have happened to data at each
stage of the analysis process. The mzQuantML standard has
been designed to store quantitative values calculated for fea-

tures, peptides, proteins, and/or protein groups (where there
is ambiguity in protein inference), plus associated software
parameters. It has also been designed to accommodate small
molecule data to improve interoperability with metabolomics
investigations. The format can represent experimental repli-
cates and grouping of replicates, and it has been designed via
an open and transparent process.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The mzQuantML model was developed over several years at ded-
icated workshops, annual PSI meetings (12–14), and regular confer-
ence calls between contributors around the world. The primary use
cases and guiding principles for the development of mzQuantML are
as follows (these are edited extracts from the formal specification
document).

● General principles that the format should support: journal require-
ments for the reporting of quantitative proteomic data from MS;
reporting according to MIAPE guidelines; submission of quantitative
data to public databases; data exchange between software tools;
import of data into statistical processing tools; and the ability to
reprocess or recreate the analysis workflow using the same param-
eters, assuming no manual steps have taken place.

● Use cases that the format should capture: final abundance values
(relative or absolute) for peptides, proteins, and protein groups; quan-
titation values about peptide/protein modifications; abundance val-
ues at the level of a single run and logical groupings of runs; the
evidence trail for how final abundance values were calculated, such
as the features used for quantifying peptides and proteins; relation-
ships between features either on different regions of the same MS run
or on different MS runs that report on the same peptide or small
molecule; and details about pre-fractionation sufficient to describe
the combination of multiple input data files.

All development meetings have been advertised and open to any
interested parties to ensure that the process is transparent and the
widest possible input can be obtained. The model has been devel-
oped as an XML Schema Definition (XSD) file accompanied by con-
trolled vocabulary terms and definitions as part of the PSI-MS con-
trolled vocabulary (CV) (15), also used in mzML, mzIdentML, TraML,
and mzTab. To cope with the heterogeneity of different quantitative
methods, additional semantic validation rules have been defined as
part of the version 1.0 release and implemented in software. These
rules are required to differentiate between the four techniques in-
cluded in the first release: (i) intensity-based label-free, (ii) MS label-
based, (iii) MS2 tag-based, and (iv) spectral counting sub-types of
mzQuantML files. Additional rules are under development to support
selected reaction monitoring techniques that will be released in 2013.
The semantic encoding rules are difficult to encode in a single XSD file
but are required to ensure that software exporting mzQuantML files
encode data from a particular technique consistently (see the section
“Semantic Validation and Controlled Vocabularies”). All development
resources have been maintained in the public domain under subver-
sion repository since the inception of the project.

RESULTS

In the following sections, we describe different aspects of
the mzQuantML model, which is summarized in Fig. 1. The
model captures metadata about how a quantitative analysis
was performed by software and, importantly, a description of
the experimental design in terms of biological or technical
replication and grouping of replicates into so-called study
variables. These aspects are important to capture, as many
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quantitative software packages use such information for re-
porting data averaged over replicates. The format defines
matrix structures for capturing data values at various levels
from individual MS runs, inferred peptide ion signals derived
originally from different samples (within or between MS runs),
and inferred proteins or protein groups quantified by the soft-
ware. The format also has basic structures for capturing data
about small molecules, as the PSI looks to build links with the
metabolomics community and develop shared standards.
Further details about the structures reported in the following
sections can be obtained from the Twenty Minute Guide to
mzQuantML or the formal specification document (available
from the PSI website).

Metadata, Software, and Parameters—As shown in Fig. 1,
the file captures metadata about the CVs used in the element
�CvList� (angle brackets denote an element in an mzQuantML
XML file), the provider of the document (�Provider�), and their
contact details (�AuditCollection�). A valid file must contain
particular CV terms within �AnalysisSummary� describing the
type of data represented in the file (e.g. MS label-based, MS
intensity-based label free, MS2 tag-based, spectral counting)
and whether the software is reporting values for features, pep-
tides, proteins, and/or protein groups. The �InputFiles� ele-
ment captures references to the data files used for analysis
including raw MS data files (e.g. in mzML format), identification
data (e.g. in mzIdentML format), the protein database from
which proteins have been identified (e.g. in FASTA format), and
configuration or methods files required for the analysis—for
example, input transitions for a selected reaction monitoring
analysis (e.g. in TraML format). There is no dependence on any

particular input format, so long as the format(s) used can be
referenced by a Uniform Resource Identifier and, in the case of
identification file formats, contains unique identifiers for pep-
tide-spectrum matches and/or detected proteins. The format
captures a description of the software and version used in
�SoftwareList�, the analysis steps performed with parameters
captured as CV terms in �DataProcessingList�, and any bib-
liographic references associated with the data represented in
the file in �BibliographicReference�.

The Experimental Design—The concept of an �Assay� in
mzQuantML typically represents analysis of a single biological
sample. Additional replicate analyses of the same sample are
modeled as extra �Assay� elements. For techniques in
which multiple samples have been compared within a single
MS run, multiple �Assay� elements are defined that all
refer to the same raw MS data file(s) (specified within
�InputFiles�). For label-free techniques, there is typically a
one-to-one mapping from an �Assay� to a raw file. In label or
tag-based techniques, the �Assay� must also capture the
label or tag used to differentiate the peptide ion, such as the
iTRAQ or SILAC reagent.

�StudyVariable� elements are used to apply logical group-
ings to sets of �Assay� elements, for which quantitative
values may be reported. A typical study variable might be a
collection of biological replicates for which the analysis soft-
ware has calculated average quantitative values from
�Assay� elements (e.g. “disease group” or “non-affected
individual group”).

During the development of mzQuantML, it was observed
that many quantitative software packages report ratios (say,

FIG. 1. A diagrammatic representation of the data model for mzQuantML. Dashed boxes indicate non-mandatory elements. RT, retention
time.
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of peptide or protein abundance values) rather than intensity
values, and thus an important use case for mzQuantML is the
ability to report this type of data. The �RatioList� can cap-
ture definitions of �Ratio� elements, where each ratio has a
numerator and denominator referencing �StudyVariable� or
�Assay� elements.

Reporting Data Values in mzQuantML—The format has a
matrix-based structure designed to be both flexible and eco-
nomical in storage space called a �QuantLayer�, which
holds a two-dimensional matrix of data values. The various
sub-types of �QuantLayer� elements are named according
to the part of the experimental design for which data values
are exported—assays, study variables, ratios, global values,
and so on—and these elements form the columns of the data
matrix. The location of the �QuantLayer� within the file de-
fines the type of object for which values are reported—protein
groups, proteins, peptides, features, or small molecules—and
is used to form the rows of the data matrix. For example, an
�AssayQuantLayer� within the �ProteinList� contains a
�DataMatrix� in which the columns reference �Assay� el-
ements and the rows reference �Protein� elements, as fur-
ther exemplified below. The formal specification document

describes how missing values, zeros, infinite values (e.g. in
ratios), and calculation errors (“not a number” errors) can be
encoded in the �DataMatrix� element.

Taking the �ProteinList� as a representative example (Fig.
2), data values can be captured for each protein identified in
the file for each �Assay� in an �AssayQuantLayer�, for
each �StudyVariable� in a �StudyVariableQuantLayer�,
for any �Ratio� elements defined in �RatioQuantLayer�, or
for the entire experiment, such as global counts, scores, or
statistics, in a �GlobalQuantLayer�. With the exception of a
�GlobalQuantLayer� (which can store multiple different
types of data if required), each �QuantLayer� can store only
one type of data value within its �DataMatrix�; for example,
in Fig. 2 the �DataMatrix� contains only normalized protein
abundance values. If the software wished to export raw pro-
tein abundance values additionally, a second �QuantLayer�
would be required. The �ColumnIndex� of an �AssayQuant-
Layer� specifies �Assay� elements for which corresponding
data values are reported for each �Protein� in the �Row�

elements of the �DataMatrix�. For example, the �Row�

specifying “prot_0” in Fig. 2 references the definition of the
(yeast) �Protein� with accession YDL081C, followed by 12

FIG. 2. An example from a partial mzQuantML file for a label-free analysis. Data values for proteins in which 12 samples were analyzed
are shown: �ColumnIndex� references 12 �Assay� elements. Each �Row� contains 12 quantitative values about a single protein (as
defined by the �ColumnIndex�). The data type within the �AssayQuantLayer� is defined using a CV term under �DataType�.
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data values, one per �Assay�. It is thus straightforward to
process files to retrieve data values for all �Assay� elements
or for a specific �Assay� element as required. This design
has been employed to ensure that files are not overly ver-
bose, as the data type has to be specified only once per
�AssayQuantLayer�, and files are easily interpretable.

Each �Protein� element can reference �PeptideConsen-
sus� elements from which the protein-level quantitative val-
ues were derived. A �PeptideConsensus� element repre-
sents a peptide that has been quantified in one or more
�Assay�s. It can have a peptide sequence and modifica-
tions (or it can be an unidentified peptide that has been
quantified), and it can reference �Feature� elements in the
�FeatureList� (Fig. 3). Additionally, references can be pro-
vided to elements in external files, such as mzIdentML, con-
taining detailed evidence for the identification of the peptide
via a set of peptide-spectrum matches and scores (described
in “Linkage from mzQuantML to mzIdentML and mzML” in the
Twenty Minute Guide). Similar to the �ProteinList�, data
values can be stored for peptides in �QuantLayer� elements
for each �Assay�, �StudyVariable�, or �Ratio� defined in
the file (not shown).

For each analysis of a raw file (or group of raw files where
sample pre-fractionation has occurred), a �FeatureList� will
be produced. A �FeatureList� contains a list of positions in
two-dimensional LC-MS space that have been quantified,
called �Feature� elements. A minimal �Feature� definition
includes the m/z value, the predicted charge, the retention
time (if LC has been performed), and a unique identifier. The
specifications optionally allow for a �MassTrace� element to
be included whereby the precise regions in two-dimensional
space that have been quantified by the software can be
specified (details in the specification document), supporting
the development of visualization and validation software.
Each �FeatureList� can contain a �FeatureQuantLayer� in
which values can be reported that are not appropriate at the
�PeptideConsensus� level, such as descriptors of the qual-
ity of the feature’s isotope profile. An �AssayQuantLayer� or
�StudyVariableQuantLayer� cannot be provided within a
�FeatureList�, because a �Feature� is by definition a region
within one raw file (prior to features being matched that report
on the same peptide) and thus cannot have different values
for each �Assay� or �StudyVariable�. One exception to this
rule is MS2 quantification techniques, such as iTRAQ or TMT,

FIG. 3. Partial examples from a label-free analysis in mzQuantML, showing the associations from <Protein> to <PeptideConsensus>
to <Feature>.
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in which multiple assays are quantified from the same MS1

feature (further discussed in the “MS2 Tag-based” section of
the Twenty Minute Guide).

Small Molecule Data—The model has an extension for use
with metabolite data, via the inclusion of the �SmallMolecule-
List� element. Each �SmallMolecule� can have references to
external databases for formally identifying the molecule, and
to �Feature� elements (as for �PeptideConsensus�) and
associated quantitative data stored in �QuantLayer� ele-
ments for assays, study variables, and ratios as for peptides,
proteins, or protein groups. This part of the model was devel-
oped to encourage software developers working with such
data to use mzQuantML and join this development effort
rather than develop a separate format. However, it has not
been tested to the same level as the proteomics examples,
and thus it stands as a placeholder for additional development
in future versions.

Semantic Validation and Controlled Vocabularies—The as-
sociated tutorial document and example files accessible from
the project home page explain how different types of exper-
imental approaches should be encoded within the general
structures described above. Clearly, there is considerable
difference between the ways in which data from an MS2

tag-based approach, such as iTRAQ, should be represented
and the presentation of data from a spectral counting label-
free approach. To ensure that software packages export data
consistently, a set of semantic validation rules have been
defined alongside the XSD, written in natural language. These
rules have been encoded in validation software that checks (i)
whether an mzQuantML file is valid against the XSD, (ii)
whether CV terms have been used appropriately, and
(iii) whether the additional rules have been fulfilled. CV
terms are stored in the PSI-MS CV, which contains around
2000 terms and definitions used in mzML, mzIdentML,
mzQuantML, mzTab, and TraML describing a wide range of
aspects of MS-based protein analysis (instrument and soft-
ware parameters, enzymes, data formats, software scores,
etc.). As one example of the type of validation performed in a
duplex SILAC experiment (one replicate only), a valid
mzQuantML file must contain two �Assay� elements, each
describing one sample analyzed (e.g. one flagged as unla-
beled, the other flagged as heavy labeled) but both referenc-
ing the same raw MS data file (rules can be found at the
mzQuantML project website). The �Assay� element for the
heavy labeled sample must contain CV terms describing
the SILAC reagent(s) and the mass shift.

�AssayList id � “assaylist1”�

�Assay id � “a_887303905526135715” rawFilesGroup_
ref � “rfg_11416597224957566492”�

�Label�
�Modification massDelta � “0”�

�cvParam cvRef � “PSI-MS” accession � “MS:
1002038” name � “unlabeled sample”/�

�/Modification�

�/Label�
�/Assay�

�Assay id � “a_5154939017891837577” rawFilesGroup_
ref � “rfg_11416597224957566492”�

�Label�
�Modification massDelta � “8.0141988132”�

�cvParam cvRef � “UNIMOD” accession � “259”
name � “Label:13C(6)15N(2)” value � “Lys8”/�

�/Modification�

�Modification massDelta � “10.0082686”�

�cvParam cvRef � “UNIMOD” accession � “267”
name � “Label:13C(6)15N(4)” value � “Arg10”/�

�/Modification�

�/Label�
�/Assay�

�/AssayList�
Where replicates are performed with the labels switched

across samples, the corresponding �Assay� elements are
created with relevant labels and grouped under a common
�StudyVariable� element to indicate that replicate samples
have been analyzed.

Software Implementations—A number of software tools
are currently available that support mzQuantML (see details
linked from the PSI mzQuantML home page). A Java appli-
cation programming interface for mzQuantML called
jmzQuantML is available that provides a bidirectional map-
ping from XML to Java objects, with methods for reading and
writing valid files (available from the mzQuantML project web-
site). The application programming interface is used in the
semantic validation software, conversion software for export-
ing files from Progenesis LC-MS (16) and MaxQuant (17), and
in a library of Java routines (currently under development) for
manipulating and viewing mzQuantML files and performing
conversions to mzTab (for further details, consult the PSI
mzQuantML home page).

There is a prototype Microsoft Excel to mzQuantML con-
verter that reads in spectral count values of time series data
of two samples under different experimental conditions
represented in a tab-delimited format and generates an
mzQuantML output file containing the relative abundance
value ratios for the peptides and proteins. The mzQuantML
data model is also being used as the backbone for quantita-
tive analyses in the open-source Proteosuite toolkit, which
writes output in and visualizes mzQuantML files.

The open-source framework OpenMS (18) implements sup-
port for reading and writing mzQuantML files in C��. Based
on OpenMS, TOPP (19) can import/export mzQuantML from
the quantitation TOPP tools SILACAnalyzer and ITRAQAna-
lyzer. It can also import mzQuantML files for further internal
use. The XMLValidator TOPPtool can check files for XML
schema consistency, and the SemanticValidator TOPP tool is
capable of reading mzQuantML files to verify the schema
semantics and the proper use of the CV. TOPP also provides
tools for the conversion/export of mzQuantML data to mzTab.
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In the context of MS proteomics repositories, the storage of
quantitative data has been limited (20) because of the lack of
data standardization and the wide variety of existing experimen-
tal approaches. It is expected that mzQuantML will be used
in the ProteomeXchange consortium data workflow. The
ProteomeXchange consortium aims to promote standard sub-
mission and data sharing policies among the main MS-based
proteomics data repositories, including PRIDE (21) and Peptide-
Atlas (22). At present, the first implementation of the workflow
for qualitative data has been set up, and a number of data
submissions have already been done (for an updated list of
public datasets, see the Proteome Central website). At present,
quantitative information can be uploaded in any format as ad-
ditional files (not mandatory) that are stored and available for
download by users. The formalization of the data workflow for
quantification information is due in 2013. The formalization and
wide acceptance of new formats like mzQuantML and mzTab
are essential for the success of these efforts, and this is why the
development of mzQuantML is a formal deliverable in the
“ProteomeXchange” grant, funded by the EU FP7 program.

Example Files—Files are available from the project website
that exemplify the four types of experimental techniques cov-
ered by the version 1.0 release, from which selected parts are
described below.

The file “MS1Label/oms-data-silacanalyzer.mzq” contains
a single MS run from a SILAC analysis (light versus heavy
using Lys8 and Arg10 labels), performed in the SILACAnalyzer
tool in OpenMS, from which quantitative values are reported
for features (raw intensity) and peptide ratios. “MS2Tag/oms-
data-itraqanalyzer-id.mzq” contains a single MS run from an
iTRAQ analysis using four reagents (114, 115, 116, and 117
Da reporter ions); the reporter ion intensity is exported for
each �Assay� from within each �Feature�, referenced by
�PeptideConsensus� elements for each identified peptide.
“label-free/CPTAC-Progenesis.mzq.gz” contains 12 MS runs
in a label-free analysis, performed using Progenesis LC-MS.
Two data types are reported for both proteins and peptides
(normalized and raw abundance). Each �Feature� identified
also has a specification of the region quantified by the soft-
ware, using the �MassTrace� element (note: a single rectan-
gle is encoded encompassing the entire region quantified, as
Progenesis LC-MS does not currently export the coordinates
of the individual isotopes quantified). Each �PeptideConsensus�

has references to all peptide-spectrum matches made by
the search engine (Mascot, Matrix Science, London, UK
in a separate file, encoded in mzIdentML “CPTAC_Progenesis_
Identifications.mzid.gz.” The CPTAC mzQuantML and
mzIdentML example files have been created to demonstrate a
complete analysis trace for a genuine experimental data set,
and thus these files are significantly larger than other example
files. It is intended that mzQuantML files will be always be
stored, transferred, and interpreted by software as zipped
versions (gzip is recommended in the specification document).
The mzQuantML file is 26 MB zipped and 158 MB unzipped. We

believe such file sizes are acceptable, given that the raw data for
this analysis totalled �7 GB (.raw files) or �15 GB (.mzml files).
The file “spectral-count/mzQuantML_draft_spectralCount_from_
Excel_MPC.mzq” contains a spectral counting example file in
which two biological samples were quantified in a time series
analysis at five successive time points after a treatment took
place, making ten �Assay� elements in total and two
�StudyVariable� elements to summarize the replicate anal-
yses of the same original sample.

Relationship with mzTab—The mzQuantML and mzTab
specifications have been developed in a coordinated effort by
the PSI to serve different user groups. Primarily mzQuantML
has been designed as a format for tool developers for import
into visualization or advanced post-processing software and
to ensure that a full trace of analysis steps is maintained in a
standardized format, which might be particularly useful for
proteomics users in clinical domains. In contrast, mzTab
has been developed as a lightweight layer for the simple
transfer of final results, allowing end-user visualization in
spreadsheets or statistical software. There is considerable
overlap between the two formats for reporting final abun-
dance values for proteins or peptides and to demonstrate
how the formats map onto each other. For this part, the
“label-free/CPTAC-Progenesis.mzq” file has been con-
verted to mzTab “label-free/CPTAC_Progenesis_label_free_
mzq.mzTab.” We also provide a table detailing the features
and use cases covered by mzTab, mzQuantML, and mzI-
dentML (Table I).

Relationship with MIAPE Quant and Publication Guide-
lines—The PSI has recently developed and released a minimum
information guideline document for quantification studies called
MIAPE Quant (version 1.0 is available from the PSI website). The
MIAPE Quant document describes what information is essential
to report in order to allow the study to be critically appraised,
including a description of the labeling protocol employed, cor-
rection factors, software and parameters employed, normaliza-
tion, grouping of replicates, and so on. An mzQuantML file has
the capacity to represent a fully MIAPE Quant–compliant anal-
ysis, as detailed in the supplementary material associated with
the version 1.0 specification document. It should be noted that
a valid mzQuantML file might not be MIAPE compliant, as
particular details might not be available to the exporting soft-
ware. Conversely, mzQuantML also has the capacity to repre-
sent more information than requested by MIAPE Quant. For
example, mzQuantML can capture a detailed trace of a software
package’s internal data types and parameters, which might not
be requested by MIAPE Quant. In parallel with MIAPE efforts,
several journals, including Molecular & Cellular Proteomics,
have written and adopted guidelines on the protocol informa-
tion, metadata, and data that should be reported alongside a
proteomics publication (23). mzQuantML has been designed to
support such guidelines for quantitative data, as exemplified in
the supplementary material associated with the version 1.0
specification document.
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DISCUSSION

The mzQuantML standard has been designed to improve the
capabilities for open-source software development in proteomics,
including re-analysis and visualization of data sets, and, impor-
tantly, to ensure that data sets submitted to public repositories
contain a trace of how protein values were calculated via peptide
intermediates, back to regions in two-dimensional LC-MS space.
The project is supported by validation software to ensure that the
stable generic core of mzQuantML can be used to cover different
experimental methods currently widely used in proteomics and

adapt to new scenarios and techniques as they are published.
Several different open-source projects are now using mzQuantML
as the backbone of their pipeline infrastructure, and the ongoing
development and maintenance are supported by an active mailing
list of developers around the world. With the release of the stand-
ard format, there is hope that public repositories for proteomics
data will start to incorporate quantitative data sets for community
re-use. We welcome further input and contributions to the project
through attendance at a PSI meeting, conference calls, and/or
contributions via the mailing list or the Google code repository.

TABLE I
Feature comparison among the file formats mzTab, mzIdentML, and mzQuantML
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